Vocabulary List 10A - English 9

Directions: Part 1: Match the definition with the word by looking it up in the dictionary. Part 2: Put the word in a sentence without using the “Be Verbs. The “Be Verbs” are - am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been. Your sentences MUST show that you know what the word means and is 100% grammatically correct.

VIV / VITA: life

1. vitality: n.

2. vivacious: adj.

3. revive: v.

SIGN: sign

4. insignificant: adj.

5. insignia: n.

6. designate: v.

LUC / LUM / LUN: light

7. lucid: adj.

8. luminescent: adj.

9. translucent: adj.

10. lunatic: adj.
DEFINITIONS

A. an emblem or symbol
B. clear; coherent
C. full of life or spirit
D. glowing
E. having no importance (no sign)
F. letting some light through
G. mental or physical energy
H. moonstruck or insane; n. a crazy person
I. to indicate; to name
J. to restore life to